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Press Note 
 

 

Principal Census Commissioner appeals for co-operation from public  

 

Chandigarh, April 14: The houselisting operations and national population 

register is going to be conducted from April 15 and will continue till May 31, 

2010. The Director-cum-Principal Census Commissioner, UT Chandigarh, 

Bindhyeshwari Negi, held a press conference in this regard at the UT Guest 

House, Chandigarh, today. Addressing the members of the press she said 

that they should play a pivotal role in spreading this appeal to the general 

public to co-operate with the Census staff as Census was a task of national 

importance. 

During this period Census officials on duty will visit residences to collect 

information / enumeration of houses / household and also collect data on 

housing amenities and assets for assessing the conditions in human 

settlements. She appealed to the masses to provide correct and accurate 

information to the visiting officials. 

They will also collect information under the provision of The Citizenship Act, 

1955 and The Citizenship (Registration of Citizens and Issue of National 

Identity Cards) Rules, 2003. The NPR will contain the details of all the ‘usual 

residents’ of the country regardless of whether they are citizens or non-

citizens. “It is important for strengthening the security of country and 

empowering the citizens for various social benefits”, she said. 

She appealed to the citizens of the Union Territory of Chandigarh to 

participate with full fervor and enthusiasm to help the Directorate of Census 

to complete this task of national importance. She gave out the details 

pertaining to the two phases of the Census 2011. Negi also spoke in detail 



about the remuneration sum of Rs 5,500 being offered by the Government 

to the enumerators appointed for carrying out this task. She said, “Census 

was an obligatory duty like the election duty and people should not shy away 

from it instead they should offer to volunteer so that this task of utmost 

importance can be completed without any hiccups.” 

 

Negi also answered the questions of the media fraternity and said that the 

enlisting would start tomorrow at 9 am from the Adviser to the 

Administrator’s house.  


